**TIME ZONE SYSTEMS:** Digit Height 2.25' To 12'

**ED206-TZA-“X”F-N1-A/N**

- **GSA Contact:** Indoor, Viewable up to 100 Feet Away
- **NEW!** Four-field time zone system with bright, red characters. Programmable 9 digit message sign under each time zone. Easy-to-use PC software makes this sign plug-n-play!

**EDV-TZA-4F-N1: 2.25”**

- Time Zone w/ 4 Display Fields. Indoor, Viewable up to 100 Feet Away. Dimensions: 58” L x 6.5” H x 1.9” D / Field.
- **NEW!** Four-field time zone system with bright, red characters. Programmable 9 digit message sign under each time zone. Easy-to-use PC software makes this sign plug-n-play!

**ED400-TZA-2LINE**

- 4.0” High Digits. **GSA Contract:** World time zone clocks designed with 4.0” high numbers!
- Four digits per LED field (HH:MM). Fixed, white vinyl lettering under each LED field designating the world location. Date and Event Timer Included.

**ED406-TZA**

- 4” High Numbers / 4 Digits (HH:MM). **GSA Contract:** World time zone clocks designed with 4.0” high numbers!
- Four digits per LED field (HH:MM). Fixed, white vinyl lettering under each LED field designating the world location.

**ED206-5F-A/N-3L-N1 w/ Date**

- 2.25” Date and Time / 1.8” High A/N Text. Three Lines of Data. **GSA Contract:** World time zone clocks designed with 2.25” high numbers for time and date! 1.8” High Changeable A/N Text. PC software provided.

**EDV-TZA Systems**

- **GSA Contract:** Indoor, 4- digit, 2.25” High Clocks / 1.8” High Alphanumeric Fields. Time Zone Adapter systems are four digit time of day clocks in 12 or 24 hour mode (HH:MM Format).
ED400-TZA-3LINE

4" High Characters with Scrolling Message Sign

**GSA Contract:** World time zone clocks designed with 4.0" high numbers! The bottom line is a scrolling message sign with 16 characters. Four digits per LED field (HH:MM). Fixed, white vinyl lettering under each LED field designating the world location. Date and Event Timer Included.

EDV-TZA-6F-N1

2.25" Time Zone w/ 6 Display Fields. Indoor, Viewable up to 100 Feet Away

Dimensions: 80" L x 6.5" H x 1.9" D / Field

**NEW!** Six-field time zone system with bright, red characters. Programmable 9 digit message sign under each time zone. Easy-to-use PC software makes this sign plug-n-play!

EDV-TZA-2F-780MC

**GSA Contract:** Indoor, 4-digit, 2.25" High Clocks / 1.8" High Alphanumeric Fields 16 Character Message Sign with 2" High Text

ED206-TZA Model

2.25" High Numbers / 4 Digits (HH:MM). **GSA Contract:** World time zone clocks designed with 2.25" high numbers!

Four digits per LED field (HH:MM). Fixed, white vinyl lettering under each LED field designating the world location.

ED206-TZA-4F Vertical

**GSA Contract:** Indoor, Viewable up to 100 Feet Away

**NEW!** Four-field time zone system with bright, red characters. Programmable 9 digit message sign under each time zone. Easy-to-use PC software makes this sign plug-n-play!

ED206-TZA-4F-2X2

**GSA Contract:** World time zone clocks designed with 2.25" high numbers!

Four digits per LED field (HH:MM). Fixed, white vinyl lettering under each LED field designating the world location.